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Dear students and parents,
Dear educators!
Since IBWISE - IB Revision Camps opened its doors in Vienna in 2006, we have
invested in pursuing the highest level of academic excellence and are delighted to offer year after year one of the very best IB Revision Programmes available today.
Vienna, located in the heart of Europe, is home to the IBWISE programme. According to Mercer Quality of Living Survey, Vienna has been rated yet again as
the most livable city in the world. Vienna is culturally inspiring, trendy, easily
accessible and extremely safe, which makes it especially attractive for young
visitors. Our campus is located in one of Vienna’s loveliest and finest residential
districts and is not far from the old city centre.

Quality
comes ﬁrst at IBWISE!

Year after year, IB students from 300+ international schools around the world
travel to IBWISE to participate in our small and highly personalized review sessions. Here they encounter our team of exceptional IB Diploma subject specialists, who each have 10-30 years of IBDP teaching and examining experience. I
am particularly proud of our superb faculty, who work with each student to provide thoughtful and practical advice to help reach their specific individual goals.

Our Vision
“To see our students ﬁnd their paths, succeed

Nora Schuster – Director

in their IB examinations and move on to the

Please also be invited to join our exceptional YOUNG ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE summer programme, which offers MYP & DP students a fantastic workshop experience together with highly renowned IB experts in Visual Arts,
Theatre, Film, Dance and Music.
As we look forward to our 14th year, IBWISE remains entirely committed to
offering an outstanding academic, social and cultural opportunity for international students around the world. We will continue to ensure that our
students encounter a very personal and caring atmosphere by our entire
staff, which is important to learning and a foundation for great memories.
I look forward to personally welcoming you to the 2020 IBWISE – IB Revision Camps in Vienna!
Sincerely,
Nora Schuster, MSc
Founder & Director
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Welcome

… and 98% of our summer 2019 students rated
IBWISE ‘very good’ and ‘excellent’ overall

We emphasize a strong focus on the personal needs and strengths of each
student, applying the highest standards of IB-related expertise to help students maximise their individual academic success in connection with the
IB. We enjoy our students and value the opportunity to invest in them.
Watching IBWISE students take important steps forward personally and
academically, succeed in their IB examinations, and move on to the world’s
best universities means a lot to us.

Director’s

Yet again 99% of our 2019 spring exam revision students
rated IBWISE quality of teaching as ‘excellent’

world’s best universities.”
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Workshops in Schools
Some of our great experiences in 2019 were our in-house IB
exam revision workshops. Our dedicated and highly experienced DP specialists were warmly welcomed by students
and staff as they helped achieve outstanding IBDP results.
It was once again a true pleasure to hone the skills of such
hard working and ambitious students. We proudly congratulate all 2019 IB graduates!
We also supported students in schools with workshops
on stress management, learning smart, interview training and university application and thoroughly enjoyed
working with all age groups!

Our Keynotes,
BBQ Fun
and Mindfulness
IBWISE keynote speeches on topics like work, love and
life, our BBQ parties, as well as our ‘CALM’ sessions are
only a few of our center pieces that reflect our holistic
approach to learning, balance and support of our ‘third
culture students’. We are proud to invest in each and
every student both academically and personally.

Proud to invest in our students

YAIR Fair

IBWISE

Masks and the impressive but tragic life of Empress Sisi
of Austria were this year’s theme!

Highlights

Every year our Young Artists in Residence put together
an impressive production in which Theatre, Music, Film,
Dance and Visual Arts students collaborate creatively
and present their work of art …
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We are committed to your success
IBWISE prides itself for making a difference for its students. Our commitment and their individual success
impact all we do. This is why studying at IBWISE is incomparable.
Year after year, since 2006, IBWISE students are accepted at the world’s best universities.
IBWISE provides an all-inclusive experience. Tuition, accommodation with en-suite facilities, 24/7 care, breakfast, lunch, snacks and refreshments, all on one site.
Our campus is located in the midst of beautiful villas
and gardens and is yet only a stone’s throw away from
the old city centre.

are currently in their 1st DP year and will begin their 2nd DP
year in fall 2020. This outstanding revision course allows
to review up to 4 different IB Diploma subjects plus a large
variety of optional short courses, including the option of a
4-day “Extended Essay Writing Retreat”. In addition, we offer many different free time activities, sports and 24/7 care.

ing their IB Diploma curriculum in fall 2020. Students can
choose to prepare up to 4 IB subjects and will also be introduced to IB relevant minor subjects such as IA, CAS,
TOK and Extended Essay. In addition, they can choose a
selection of optional short courses. We offer many different free time activities, sports and 24/7 care.

IB MUSIC, IB THEATRE, IB FILM or “simply” DANCE, students
will have the extraordinary opportunity to live, work and
create alongside with their peers, exceptional IB specialists
and practicing artists. The entire programme will be dedicated to the IB in which students will be taken on an artistic
journey. Vienna is infinitely rich in visual & performing arts
and art history, which makes Vienna a perfect location for
this unique learning experience.

Spring Camp:
Final IB - Exam Revision Course:
April 6th – April 18th, 2020

Young Artists in Residence Programme:

Summer Camps:
Pre IB – Summer Revision Course:

IB Music, IB Theatre, IB Art, IB Film, Simply Dance

July 20 – August 4 , 2020
th

th

Mid IB – Summer Revision Course:

I am absolutely thrilled and convinced that your superb

July 23th - July 26th, 2020

bump up my grades. I will be attending King’s College in
London next year.

• Exceptional review for IBDP students around the world
• In-depth preparation in a caring & fun environment
• In Vienna, the safest city in the world
• A handpicked team of exceptionally qualified and dedicated DP educators and examiners
• Small, motivated study groups (5-8 students) to allow outstanding personalized service
• Tuition and board on one site
• Exceptional 24-hour pastoral care

All dates are actual course dates. At our camps students may choose to review up to 4 IB subjects. All classes
(except the individual languages) are taught in English and are preparing students for the English IBDP exams.

• Free pick-up and drop-off at your point of arrival/departure

th

Sebastian, Brussels

What makes IBWISE an extraordinary experience

July 20 – August 4 , 2020
th
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Our
Spe
cial

Module 1 + 2: July 20th - July 26th, 2020
Module 1:
July 20th - July 22nd, 2020
Module 2:

Dear all, I received an overall score of 43 in my IB exams!

and thorough exam revision course helped me greatly
Young Artists in Residence: Whether it be IB VISUAL ARTS,

Pre IB - Summer Revision Course: for students start-

“

• IBWISE is an all-inclusive international experience

Courses & Dates

The Mid IB - Summer Revision Course: for students who

their IB Diploma exams in May 2020. Students may choose to prepare up to 5 IB subjects, as well as a selection
of short courses. This intensive exam preparation provides students with the necessary skills and confidence
to tackle their final IB exams masterfully and achieve
the grades they aspire. Course and boarding with 24/7
pastoral care are provided under one roof.

In Brief

Final IB - Exam Revision Course: for students taking
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Basic Info
Arrival/Departure Dates
Main Arrival Day: April 5th
Main Departure Day: April 18th

Registration
Please register online on our website. We will
get back to you with your registration!

Contact
Email: office@ibwise.com
Phone: +43 (1 ) 319 10 68
WhatsApp: +43 664 130 61 97

www.ibwise.com

Final IB Exam Revision Course

“

April 6th – April 18th, 2020

Dear Nora,
I want to thank you for your outstanding support on both an

Course Description

The very small group setting at IBWISE, in combination
with exceptionally experienced IBDP teachers and examiners, will allow you to ask all your questions and receive all the important answers crucial for your success in
your exams. Receive intensive support by IB specialists
and obtain the best strategy for your exams, as well as
the confidence necessary to receive the grades you aspire at your finals in May.

IB Subjects
We offer a wide range of IB subjects at our Final IB Exam
Revision Course - please visit our website for a full list.
All subjects (except the specific languages) are taught in
English. Most subjects are taught in separate HL and SL
groups.
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been exceptional preparation for my upcoming exams and has given
• Prepare consecutively up to 5 IB subjects

me great confidence. I was admitted to medicine as of fall!

• Be taught by top-notch IB educators and examiners

Paula, London

• Each subject will be reviewed thoroughly over 2.5 days
• 18 hours of intensive study per subject & homework
• Very small class size (usually 5-8 students)
• Tuition and board on one site
• Exceptional 24-hour pastoral care

Course Fees

• Free pick-up & drop-off at your point of arrival/departure

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS

BOARDING STUDENT*

DAY STUDENT**

You will

1 Subject

€

910 [ 3 nights ]

€

700

• Review IB subject matter thoroughly

2 Subjects

€

1820 [ 6 nights ]

€

1400

3 Subjects

€ 2660 [ 8 nights ]

€

2100

4 Subjects

€ 3570 [ 11 nights ]

€

2800

5 Subjects

€

€

3500

• Prepare one subject at a time
• Receive valuable exam advice
• Sharpen your examination skills
• Build your confidence
• … and maximize your final grade!

4410 [ 13 nights ]

*Boarding fee includes 4-star shared en-suite accommodation on campus with half board, 24/7 care,
free wiﬁ and free transfer. **Day student fee includes lunch, snacks, drinks and daytime supervision.

Final IB Exam

Preparing for exams with IB examiners ...

and enriching experience that I will never forget. Furthermore, it has

What to expect

Revision Course

The Final IB - Exam Revision Course thoroughly prepares
students in their final IB Diploma year for their IB exams
in May. It runs during spring break and focuses entirely
on the IB exams that will follow in May. It is an excellent
opportunity for students to prepare most effectively for
these demanding exams and to achieve their specific individual goals and desired grades.

academic and personal level. IBWISE has been an unforgettable
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Basic Info

What to expect

Arrival/Departure Dates

• Study up to 4 IB Diploma subjects
• Highly experienced & talented IB teachers

Main Arrival Day: July 19th
Main Departure Day: August 5th

• Each major and minor subject will be
studied for 3 days (17.5 hrs)

Registration

• Additional optional short courses

Please register online on our website. We will
get back to you with your registration!

• Small class size (5-8 students)
• 1-2 rest days between subjects

Contact

• Many free time activities on your free days

PRE IB Summer Revision Course
July 20th – August 4th, 2020

This course model helps students to remain academically
focused and motivated throughout their stay and accomplish a great amount of work!
In addition, Pre IB summer course students can choose
from a selection of excellent additional short courses (see
page 14). You will make many new friends from 300+ international schools around the world. You will have a wonderful time together while discovering the charming & safe city
of Vienna!
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• Study one subject at a time

The major IB subjects

• Be thoroughly prepared for what will be
expected of you in your 1st DP year

Languages:

• Study subject matter thoroughly

English A or B, German A or B

• Learn how to score well on your coursework

Mathematics:

• Make many new friends in the world’s safest

(15 hrs per subject)

Analysis & Approaches or
Applications & Interpretation

and most liveable city

Science:
Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Computer Science

Individuals & Societies:
History, Geography, Business & Management,
Economics, Psychology

The Arts:
Visual Arts, Music, Theatre, Film, Dance

The minor IB subjects
(2,5 hrs per subject)

Introduction to Theory of Knowledge
Graphics Calculator Skills
Introduction to Extended Essay & CAS
Introduction to Science Internal Assessment

Course Fees
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS

BOARDING STUDENT*

DAY STUDENT**

1 Subject

€

1060 [ 3 nights ]

€

720

2 Subjects

€

2165

[ 8/9 nights ]

€

1440

3 Subjects

€ 3265

[ 13 nights ]

€

2160

4 Subjects

€ 4325

[ 17 nights ]

€

2880

*Boarding fee includes 4-star shared en-suite accommodation on campus with half board, 24/7 care,
free wiﬁ and free transfer. **Day student fee includes lunch, snacks, drinks and daytime supervision.

PRE IB Summer

This compact 3-day course setting allows prospective IB
students to concentrate on one subject at a time and 1-2
rest days between subjects. This allows students to study up to 4 IB subjects effectively over a short period of
time (2 1/2 weeks).

• Free pick-up & drop-off for boarding students

Revision Course

Together with our highly experienced and dedicated DP
subject specialists, who have 10-30 years of IB teaching
and examining experience, you will dive into the expected IB coursework. To have a teacher, who focuses on each
student’s individual needs, contributes strongly towards a
good understanding of the important concepts of this demanding syllabus.

www.ibwise.com

• You will receive a course certiﬁcate & written
report by each of your subject specialists

You will

Course Description
The Pre IB - Summer Revision Course is designed for students who will start their 1st IB Diploma year in fall of 2020.
This course is a thorough introduction to the IB Diploma
coursework and supports students effectively in getting
their 1st year off to a great start. You may choose to study
up to 4 major IB subjects of your choice. Each subject will
be studied over 3 full days and combined with a minor IB
subject.

Email: office@ibwise.com
Phone: +43 (1 ) 319 10 68
WhatsApp: +43 664 130 61 97

• Exceptional pastoral care
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Basic Info
Arrival/Departure Dates
Main Arrival Day: July 19th
Main Departure Day: August 5th

Registration
Please register online on our website. We will
get back to you with your registration!

Contact
Email: office@ibwise.com
Phone: +43 (1 ) 319 10 68
WhatsApp: +43 664 130 61 97

Mid IB Summer Revision Course

www.ibwise.com

July 20th – August 4th, 2020

“

Course Description

The compact 3-day course setting (18 hours per subject) allows IB students to concentrate on one subject
at a time, followed by 1-2 rest days between subjects. It
allows students to study up to 4 IB subjects over a 2.5week time period.

We enjoy our students and value the
opportunity to invest in them!
Together with our highly experienced and dedicated IB
subject specialists, who have 10-30 years of IB teaching
and examining experience, students will review and
practice thoroughly their coursework. To have a teacher,
who focuses on each student’s individual needs, contributes strongly towards a profound understanding, integration and application of the important concepts of this
demanding syllabus.
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If you would ask me, whether I would change anything at IBWISE,

• Choose up to 4 IB Diploma subjects

I would tell you “No, nothing at all!“. Why? This course was so

• 3 days review (18 hours) per subject

efficient and not only gave my head a huge boost but it was

• Very small class size (5-8 students)

funny, relaxed and was a place where I made wonderful new

• Highly experienced & talented IB teachers

connections in a beautiful city. Thank you for everything!

• 1-2 free days between subjects

Ali, Dubai

• Additional optional short courses
• Exceptional 24/7 pastoral care
• You will receive a course certiﬁcate and a written
feedback by each of your subject specialists
• Free pick-up & drop-off for boarding students

You will
• Study one subject at a time
• Review subject matter thoroughly
• Deepen your understanding of the more
difﬁcult concepts
• Make many new friends from around the world
• Explore the safe and trendy city of Vienna!

Course Fees
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS

BOARDING STUDENT*

DAY STUDENT**

1 Subject

€

1060 [ 3 nights ]

€

720

2 Subjects

€

2165

[ 8/9 nights ]

€

1440

3 Subjects

€ 3265

[ 13 nights ]

€

2160

4 Subjects

€ 4325

[ 17 nights ]

€

2880

*Boarding fee includes 4-star shared en-suite accommodation on campus with half board, 24/7 care,
free wiﬁ and free transfer. **Day student fee includes lunch, snacks, drinks and daytime supervision.

Mid IB Summer

A fun and highly effective
international study experience…

What to expect

Revision Course

The Mid IB - Summer Revision Course is designed for
students, who are currently in their first IB year and will
begin their 2nd Diploma year in fall 2020. At this highly
effective and thorough revision course you will review
and study 1st and 2nd year coursework. You will reinforce
and deepen your understanding of the difficult concepts
of the IB syllabus and be provided with a sound base on
which to build in your last year.
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Ou
Spe r
cial
Extended Essay Writing Retreat
Cost: with board: 920 € | no board: 600 €
This retreat offers students the perfect setting to
concentrate on writing up their EE and to get this
essay in great shape before the school year resumes. We will offer you the structural support to ensure you get your EE draft completed or close to
completed.

MID IB Optional Short Courses
Entrepeneurial Skills: Duration: 2,5 hours | Setting: Small group | Cost: 250 €

Optional Short Courses

Academic Writing: Duration: 4 hours | Setting: Small group | Cost: 300 €

for PRE IB and MID IB students

Language A - Essay Writing Skills: Duration: 3 hours | Setting: Small group | Cost: 250 €
Time Management & Study Skills: Duration: 2 hours | Setting: Small group | Cost: 200 €

For more details please visit us at www.ibwise.com

Internal Assessment Advice (all subjects): Duration: 1 hour | Setting: One-to-One | Cost: 150 €

Extended Essay Advice: Duration: 2 hours | Setting: One-to-One | Cost: 300 €

PRE IB Optional Short Courses

Extended Essay Writing Retreat: Duration: 4 days | Cost: with board: 880 € | no board: 590 €

Academic Writing: Duration: 4 hours | Setting: Small group | Cost: 300 €

Conquering the Mathematics Exploration: Duration: 2.5 hours | Setting: Small group | Cost: 250€

Language A - Essay Writing Skills: Duration: 3 hours | Setting: Small group | Cost: 250 €

Data Processing Skills: Duration: 2 hours | Setting: Small group | Cost: 200 €
Memory Boost: Duration: 1,5 hours | Setting: Small group | Cost: 180 €
Stress Management: Duration: 1 hour | Setting: One-to-One | Cost: 180 €
Private Tuition: Duration: 1 hour | Setting: One-to-One | Cost: 150€
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University Choice & Careers Advice: Duration: 1 hour | Setting: One-to-One | Cost: 180 €

Our Spe

cial

Our Special

Intensive University Admisssions Preparation: Duration: 3 hours | Setting: Small group | Cost: 250 €
Personal Statement Support: Duration: 3 hours | Setting: Small group | Cost: 250 €
Oxbridge Admissions Overview: Duration: 1,5 hours | Setting: Small group | Cost: 200 €
Memory Boost: Duration: 1,5 hours | Setting: Small group | Cost: 180 €
Stress Management: Duration: 1 hour | Setting: One-to-One | Cost: 180 €
Private Tuition: Duration: 1 hour | Setting: One-to-One | Cost: 150€

Optional

Voice Your Choice Workshop: Duration: 1,5 hours | Setting: Small group | Cost: 200 €

!

Graphics Calculator Skills: Duration: 2 hours | Setting: Small group | Cost: 200 €

Time Management & Study Skills: Duration: 2 hours | Setting: Group | Cost: 200 €
Entrepeneurial Skills: Duration: 2,5 hours | Setting: Group | Cost: 250 €

NEW

Short Courses

Theory of Knowledge: Duration: 2 hours | Setting: Small group | Cost: 200 €
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COMBINE our YOUNG ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE
Workshops with our PRE IB or MID IB
SUMMER REVISION COURSE

What to expect ...
•

Either 3 to 4 days (15+3 hours) or 7 days (30+6 hours
of direct contact with your workshop leader plus
open studio time until 7 pm each day.

•

You will have some of the best IB educators
working with you

•

You will be immersed in a world of visual arts,
music, theatre, ﬁlm or dance

Pre IB and Mid IB students will have the extraordinary
opportunity to work and create alongside with their
peers, exceptional IB specialists in the fields of IB Music, IB Theatre, IB Film, IB Visual Arts or our “simply“
dance and gain a hands-on experience in their personal fields of interest and take home invaluable personal and artistic enrichment, new skills and unforgettable memories.

•

•

Visual Arts | Film | Music | Theatre | Dance

Limited group size: minimum of 4, maximum of

Course Fees & Dates

10 students per group

YAIR Workshop both modules

An identity forming experience as a young artist

(30+6 hours of teacher contact):

within a supportive, creative and fun environment of the IBWISE summer camp community.

July 20th – 26th, 2020
ARRIVAL: July 19th | DEPARTURE: July 27th

•

Individual support and superior guidance

•

The opportunity to be creative together and
make many new friends

•

Inspiring ﬁeld trips in the midst of Vienna’s
wealth of music- and art history

•

Exceptional 24/7 pastoral care

•

You will receive a course certiﬁcate & a written
report by your IB specialist

•

Free pick-up & drop-off for boarding students

BOARDING STUDENT*: € 2360 | DAY STUDENT**: € 1760

YAIR Workshop Module 1 or Module 2
(15+3 hours of teacher contact):
MODULE 1: JULY 20th - 22nd, 2020 | MODULE 2: JULY 23rd - 26th, 2020
ARRIVAL: Module 1 - July 19th | DEPARTURE: July 23rd
ARRIVAL: Module 2 - July 22nd | DEPARTURE: July 27th
BOARDING STUDENT*: € 1180 | DAY STUDENT**: € 880
*BOARDING STUDENT includes airport transfer, all materials & outings, 24/7 pastoral care, breakfast,
lunch, snacks and en-suite facilities . **DAY STUDENT includes all materials & outings, lunch & snacks.
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Young

At Young Artists in Residence‘ young lovers of the Arts
literally dive into the world of visual and performing
arts, whether it be painting, sculpting, collage, photography, film making, classical or modern music, composition, listening paper preparation, acting or musical
performance.

Artists in Residence

Young Artists in Residence Workshops
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NEW

IB Music

This unique workshop is tailored specifically to guiding
PRE IB & MID IB students with their IB Art coursework
such as the investigation workbook and comparative
study. It will reshape each participant’s approach to
making and understanding art, the ability to find, modify and develop ideas, and build new information and
directions that allow to produce creative and original
works of art.

This workshop is an excellent opportunity for PRE IB & MID IB
music students to develop and enhance their skills in creative and performance areas of the course and to gain an insight
into interpretation of music of various styles. Students will also
have the opportunity to gain a greater understanding of what
is required on the listening paper and will have the chance to
practice questions on both the Set Works and the Un-prepared listening. Students will learn new skills in arranging, improvising, music technology and stylistic techniques, as well as
how to start, continue and perhaps complete a composition.
It will also help guide students towards a better understanding
of “what makes a good performance” and ‘how to choose’ the
most suitable option per personal interests and skills.

The course involves a continuous mix of the rich cultural
resources in Vienna and studio work. This makes it ideal
for students, who wish to profit of the cultural experience of the “city of dreams”, shape their portfolios and
develop several of their own exquisite works of art, that
they can take back home as a memento.

IB Theatre
This immersive IB Theatre experience gives PRE IB &
MID IB students the opportunity to engage with the
key elements of the IB Diploma Theatre programme
and to practice the art of theatre-making in a practical, collaborative and enjoyable way. Students will develop the skills required to succeed in the assessment
tasks by exploring a range of approaches to creating,
directing and performing.
For mid IB students this is an invaluable experience
that will enhance the quality of assessment work, be it
the Director’s Notebook, or the Collaborative Project.
This helps prepare students for their second year. For
students about to begin or considering IB Theatre, the
IBWISE experience will introduce key concepts and
skills, providing students with a solid foundation for
the course.
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IB Film
Film is a collaborative art that relies not only on strong individual practical production skills, but also a firm grasp of the
approaches to learning skills (ATLs) such as communication,
critical and creative thinking, and reflection. This workshop
will allow students to develop these skills through exposure
to the five production roles of the DP Film program: writer,
director, cinematographer, sound and editor, all in the context of the Portfolio (Internal Assessment), which is a requirement of DP Film.
Participants will be provided with an opportunity to experiment with practical exercises in each of these five roles
based on their own skill level and interest. They will also be
guided on how to inquire, take action, and reflect throughout the creative process, and immerse themselves in the
assessment criteria for the Portfolio. Additionally, the filmmakers will learn how to self-assess their work, as well as
provide constructive feedback to their peers. In the end,
the students will have a body of work to showcase and be
well on their way to a successful IA.

Simply Dance
Workshop!
This superb 3-day workshop is meant for any
and all our summer camp students. Dance is fun,
relaxing, great for fitness, exceptional to get to
know and learn to present yourself, boost your
confidence and many other wonderful things!
Join us for this unique experience. Open to all
students 14-18 years of age. Combine with PRE
IB and MID IB subjects.

“

I loved my teacher and my class and I so
wish it lasted much longer!

Maia, Singapore

The Spanish Core Immersion experience in the
picturesque pre-roman village of La Vejer de
la Frontera is a 7-day holistic, interdisciplinary
course in July geared towards both PRE IB and
MID IB students. It is ideal for students who
study IB Spanish, but also for those who seek
new challenges and experiences that can be
explored as part of their CAS programme.
Students will be in the Spanish classroom in
the mornings and out and about in Costa de
Luz in the afternoons participating in a variety
of creative, active and service learning activities that allow them to practice their language
skills in real-life settings. After the first week,
students have the option to extend their stay
by 1 or 2 weeks to further immerse themselves
in the local language and culture while staying
with a local Spanish family.

More Info
Email: office@ibwise.com
Phone: +43 (1 ) 319 10 68
WhatsApp: +43 664 130 61 97

www.ibwise.com

Young

IB Visual Arts

Artists in Residence

!
Spanish Core
Immersion
EdVenture
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Vienna
The City of Dreams
Located on the banks of the beautiful river Danube,
Vienna is ranked the No. 1 city in the world consistently
since 10+ years when it comes to beauty, safety and livability. It has unique charm and is often also described as
Europe’s cultural capital or the “city of dreams”, thanks
to it being the home of Sigmund Freud. It is easy to get
around and boasts stunning architecture, outstanding
infrastructure and an excellent public transport system
that runs with incredible efficiency.
Whatever your interest - be it art, music, theatre, historic beauty, hip student cafés, trendy restaurants or
avant-garde fashion – Vienna has it all in rich abundance!

Boarding and day students
Students can choose to board or attend our classes
on a daily basis. For students who choose the boarding option: accommodation is in beautiful, modern
single or shared 4-star rooms, all with en-suite facilities and 24/7 pastoral care. Free wifi is provided
throughout campus. Laundry service is available
against a small fee.

Student Care
Our students’ well-being comes first
No matter how safe Vienna is, we take our students’
well-being and security very seriously. IBWISE therefore provides 24-hour supervision & support on campus.

Pick-up & drop-off included
in our service
To guarantee a smooth arrival and departure, IBWISE offers free pick-up and drop-off for all our boarding students.
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Just letting you know I got 37 points in total! I got a 6 in every
subject. Thank you so much for all your help in the summer and
at Easter, both courses were so beneficial. Before the summer I
was predicted 32 points, so IBWISE has definitely helped me out!
Thanks again!

Jemima, Hongkong

Vienna & Venue

The superbly equipped IBWISE-CAMPUS is located
in one of Vienna’s finest residential districts and
provides for tuition and 4-star accommodation under one roof. The venue is in the midst of a beautiful
big garden. It takes only 15-20 minutes to reach the
city centre.

“

Student Care

Amid flowering gardens and yet central

©Shutterstock

Our Venue
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Our Faculty

Enjoy, discover and make new friends

Highly experienced IBDP teachers

IBWISE brings young people together from around the world. At IBWISE you will make friends very quickly and indeed,
often very important friendships are formed, which continue
long after the course is finished. While you are making new
friends, we have a wide variety of fun free time activities for
you to participate in together at our SUMMER PROGRAMME!

IBWISE faculty is a team of carefully selected professional IB Diploma Programme subject specialists. They
all currently teach the IBDP in excellent international
schools around the world. They are highly qualified and
accomplished in their fields of expertise, with 10-30 years of IB teaching experience. 90% of our teachers are
also recognized IB examiners and many are IB teacher
trainers in their specialized subject areas.

In addition, we offer a range of activities, which are all available on campus grounds. These include BBQ parties, dance
classes, Zumba, running in the gardens of the Imperial Palace, soccer, Frisbee, badminton, table football, ping pong, etc.
Many of our activities are included in your course fees and
are hence free of extra charge!

“To be 100% committed to
you and support you with
our dedicated team of
exceptionally qualiﬁed IB
educators.”

Our

There is plenty of time in the late afternoons and evenings
to go on city wanders – museums, Viennese Coffee Houses,
cinema, delicious meals, or shopping …

In addition, IBWISE is grateful for having a wonderful
team of excellent camp supervisors, who bear highest
credentials. They are on duty 24/7 during our revision
camps. They take our students’ well-being very seriously and are supported by a team of highly motivated university students, many of whom are IB- & IBWISE alumni. Together they make sure that you have everything
you need and that your stay with us in Vienna becomes
an unforgettable experience!
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